
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Niagara-on-the-Lake, a small agricultural community located in Southern
Ontario has been impacted by both local and global forces which threaten

the future viability of agriculture. The transformation of this community has
been most evident through large-scale residential development and

significant population growth. Residential developments are found adjacent
to active agricultural land and have resulted in conflict regarding what

agricultural activities are deemed unacceptable by residents. While residents
have voiced their opinions through a public platform, farmers have

remained silent on this conflict and the impacts of residential development
on farming activities remains unknown.
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Farmer resiliency at the rural-urban interface  
 

o   Farming community participated in in-depth, semi-structured
     interviews and open-ended survey questionnaires
o   Interviews also conducted with political stakeholders, such as the
     town’s Development Coordinator and a representative from
     OMAF/MRA who dealt with all nuisance complaints related to
     agriculture in Niagara

Methodology 

“There are so many newcomers complaining about farm noise, spraying, tractors,
etc. that they forget that we were here first and most of them moved here

because of the farming beauty and supply of fresh orchard fruit.”

“You have people moving into the country from the city who have no clue
what’s going on out here. I’m not saying that maliciously, they just don’t

understand how or what we do.”

o   Sources of conflict from adjacent residents
     is related to noise generating farm activities
     and pesticide use
 
o   Due to noise by-laws instigated by residents,
     many farm activities, such as running
     irrigation equipment, can no longer be done
     over night
o   Farmers have been the victims of vandalism,
     as noise generating equipment, mainly bird
     bangers, are made inoperable
o   Damage to equipment results in loss of
     income as crops can suffer and unexpected
     equipment repair costs are incurred

 

“People who move into an area of agricultural production are parallel to those
who move next to an airport and then complain of the noise from [the] airport.”

o   To appease neighbours, farmers have taken proactive approaches to reduce the potential
     for conflict

 

Wind machines, professionally known as anti-frost
machines, are a source of contention amongst residents

How Niagara-on-the-Lake real estate is advertised:
“Charm and quaintness unlike any other community”

“Move to the quiet village of Virgil”
“Live in beautiful wine country”
“The prettiest town in Canada”
“Enjoy tranquil country living”

o   Belief that complaints and resultant
     conflicts arise because residents are
     uneducated and unprepared for
     “country life”
o   Residents are blinded by
     romanticized understanding of the
     rural idyll and real estate is often
     advertised as such

>>>    Spraying of fertilizers and pesticides done early in the morning or late in the evening
>>>    Purchase and use of wind meters to measure wind direction and speed before spraying
>>>    Notify neighbours before chemical spraying is to occur
>>>    Noise generating activities conducted at times least likely to impact neighbours
>>>    Attempts made to educate and inform neighbours of the use and necessity of
           equipment, such as bird bangers

“People always complain about the noise of bird bangers and the wind machines… if they don't
want to hear country noises, then they shouldn’t live in the country!”

 

While farmers have proven their resiliency in the industry,
the continued conflict and complications that arise when

residential developments are constructed adjacent to active
agricultural land is considered a real threat to the future

viability of the farming industry. In order to better support
agriculture, the role of OMAF/MRA must be increased and
policies that move beyond land conservation and recognize
the importance of local food systems and food sovereignty

must be legislated. Farmers have demonstrated their ability to 
adapt to economic, political and social changes; however, 

determination alone cannot guarantee the future of farming.

Summary

 

   

Research Question
o   To what extent have the existing or expanding residential developments
     impacted nearby agricultural land in Niagara-on-the-Lake?

Location of Niagara-on-the-Lake
and case study sites

New residential
developments are

constructed in close
proximity to active

agricultural land
and due to current
planning policies,

will continue to be. 

“Every farmer in NOTL’s got 100 neighbours, minimum 100 neighbours that he can actually see. You can go to certain areas in Ontario
where you can’t even find one neighbour and that’s a lot easier, it’s a lot easier to farm there.”

“I have wind machines now, and I know my
neighbours hated me as soon as I put them up,

but it’s a part of farming and I have to have them.”

“‘We were here first’
is a nice saying, but it
doesn’t really get us

anywhere.”

“OMAFRA sits on their hands because
they’ve been gutted so much… we’ve

got 0.5 percent of the provincial
budget. What’s health[care]? If you
are what you eat, don't you think
we’ve got this a little sideways?”

“I have enough neighbours, I don't need anymore neighbours, really.
I don't need more people to fight with.”

Barren orchards are common
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o   Majority of farmers’ viewed Niagara-on-the-Lake as an ideal community for agriculture, but they did not
     believe there was a strong future for farming in the town and they were divided when considering whether
     farming was appreciated by the community
o   Farm community does not believe that existing agricultural policies will aid the industry as their current
     focus is limited to land conservation
o   The role of OMAF/MRA needs to be increased as they are the strongest voice for the agricultural industry
o   Residential developments complicate farming practices and as farming becomes more complex and
     challenging, fewer farmers will continue in the field
o   Evidence of lack of interest in farming based on the presence of fallow farmland and number of farms for sale
o   Prime agricultural land within urban growth boundary continues to be lost to development
o   Recognition that residential development will continue in close proximity to farmland, but the future viability
     of the farming industry in Niagara-on-the-Lake is unknown

Significance
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